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Abstract

Objectives: dementia is a debilitating condition characterised by global loss of cognitive and intellectual functioning, which
reduces social and occupational performance. This population frequently presents with medical co-morbidities such as
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hypertension, cardiovascular disease and diabetes. The CONSORT statement outlines recommended guidance on reporting
of participant characteristics in clinical trials. It is, however, unclear how much these are adhered to in trials assessing people
with dementia. This paper assesses the reporting of medical co-morbidities and prescribed medications for people with de-
mentia within randomised controlled trial (RCT) reports.
Design: a systematic review of the published literature from the databases AMED, CINAHL, MEDLINE, EMBASE and
the Cochrane Clinical Trial Registry from 1 January 1997 to 9 January 2014 was undertaken in order to identify RCTs
detailing baseline medical co-morbidities and prescribed medications . Eligible studies were appraised using the Critical
Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) RCT appraisal tool, and descriptive statistical analyses were calculated to determine
point prevalence.
Results: nine trials, including 1474 people with dementia, were identified presenting medical co-morbidity data. These
indicated neurological disorders (prevalence 91%), vascular disorders (prevalence 91%), cardiac disorders (prevalence
74%) and ischaemic cerebrovascular disease (prevalence 53%) were most frequently seen.
Conclusions: published RCTs poorly report medical co-morbidities and medications for people with dementia. Future
trials should include the report of these items to allow interpretation of whether the results are generalisable to frailer older
populations.
PROSPERO Registration: CRD42013006735.

Keywords: cognitive impairment, dementia, co-morbidity, older people, systematic review

Introduction

Dementia is a debilitating condition characterised by global
loss of cognitive and intellectual functioning, which grad-
ually interferes with social and occupational performance.
It is anticipated that the incidence of people with dementia
will increase during the next 25 years due to the ageing
population [1]. Since dementia is most frequently
associated with older people, people with dementia most
commonly present with additional co-existing medical con-
ditions. Such co-morbidities may include diabetes, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disorder, musculoskeletal disorders
and chronic cardiac failure [2].

No studies have previously attempted to determine what
the co-morbidities of this group of people are. This is import-
ant as it will highlight what the common care needs are, based
on a diagnosis of dementia and other medical conditions,
which this population share. Given documented difficulties in
people with dementia accessing healthcare resources and com-
municating medical complaints [3], a greater awareness of all
the physical and mental health needs of this group of people is
important.

The CONSORT statement was developed to improve
the reporting of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) pub-
lished within the literature [4]. Item 15 of the 2010
CONSORT statement emphasises the importance of identi-
fying key variables at baseline which may have prognostic
strength of the variables measured. Therefore the reporting
of comorbidities in RCTs, can be considered essential prac-
tice for people with dementia. Given this importance, the
purpose of this paper was to: (1) identify the medical co-
morbidities have been reported for people with dementia
who have been recruited into trials; and (2) to assess the fre-
quency of reporting for medical co-morbidities within the
literature for this population.

Materials and methods

Eligibility criteria

A search of RCTs was undertaken to gain the necessary data
to answer this question. All RCTs published from 1 January
1997 to 1 January 2014 which recruited people aged 65 years
or over, diagnosed with dementia and presented data on their
co-morbidities and/or detailed the medications these people
were prescribed, were included. Dementia was defined as any
form of dementia (i.e. vascular, multi-infarct, Alzheimers).

Search strategy

An electronic search of the databases AMED, CINAHL,
MEDLINE, EMBASE and the Cochrane Clinical Trial
Registry was conducted on 9 January 2014. The MEDLINE
search strategy is presented in Supplementary data available
in Age and Ageing online, Table S1. Two review authors
reviewed the titles and/or full texts of all identified studies
(T.S./I.M.). An iterative search was adopted where initially
databases from 2014 to 2007 were searched to identify co-
morbidities. The search was extended to 1997, where, no
more co-morbidities or medications were identified. It was
considered that ‘saturation’ had been reached, therefore
further searches were not required.

Extraction and appraisal

Data were extracted independently by two review authors
( J.H./T.M.) using a pre-defined sheet. The quality of the
included papers was determined using a modified version of
the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) RCT study
tool [5]. This was undertaken by two reviewers ( J.H./T.M.).
Any disagreements between the reviewers on data extraction
or appraisal were adjudicated by a third reviewer (T.S.).
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Data analysis

Each co-morbidity was ranked as a physical or psychological
co-morbidity based on the frequency of the condition
reported within the literature. The frequency of presentation
within the included studies was determined, and the preva-
lence estimated.

Results

Search results

The search strategy results are presented in Supplementary
data available in Age and Ageing online, Figure S1. A total of
1234 papers were identified from the search strategy.
Following examination, nine papers were eligible and included.
The principle reason for exclusion was the absence of data
reporting on co-morbidities from study cohorts (94%).

Critical appraisal

Supplementary data available in Age and Ageing online,
Table S2 summarise the results of the critical appraisal exer-
cise. The evidence was of largely moderate quality with only
one study [6] assessed as low quality. Recurrent limitations
within the evidence included not clearly documenting how
co-morbidities were determined within the cohorts assessed
(n = 7), not documenting the characteristics of the cohort
sufficiently clearly to determine generalisability to the wider
population (n = 8).

Characteristics of included studies

A summary of the study characteristics is presented in
Supplementary data are available in Age and Ageing online,
Table S3. In total 1474 people with dementia were included;
560 males and 914 females. The mean age across the studies
ranged from 65 years [7] to 84.4 years [6]. Studies were con-
ducted in the Ukraine [7], Japan [6], Russia [8], Brazil [9], Italy
[10], Germany [11], Sweden [12] and the USA [13]. One
study was multi-national and was conducted across the
Netherlands, Germany, UK and USA [14].

Dementia was diagnosed by a variety of methods. These
included the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [8,
10–14], the National Institute of Neurological and
Communicative Disorders and Stroke [7, 8, 10, 11, 14], radio-
logical investigations such as magnetic resonance imaging
and computed tomography [7, 8, 11, 13, 14], Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders—4th edition
(DSM-IV) [6, 8, 13], Clinical Dementia Rating [9] and the
modified Haschinki Ischaemic Score [8]. Mean impairment
scores, as assessed using the MMSE ranged from 6.9 [12] to
24 [14].

Clinical findings

Thirteen co-morbidities were identified from the evidence-
base (Table 1). The most prevalent of these was termed

neurological disorders (prevalence 91%), vascular disorders
(prevalence 91%), cardiac disorders (prevalence 73%) and de-
pression (prevalence 59%). Sleep apnoea was reported in all
23 people in one study, but this study was specifically investi-
gating this co-morbidity and therefore is not representative of
the general population of people with dementia. The least
prevalent co-morbidities were cancer (prevalence 11%), dia-
betes (prevalence 15%) and osteoporosis (prevalence 27%).

Twenty-one prescribed medications were identified.
These were divided into four groups: cardiovascular, central
nervous system, antithrombotic agents and others, and are
presented in Table 2. The others category consisted of
calcium supplements, analgesics, gastric ulcer medications,
thyroid medications and vitamin K. Overall, there was gener-
ally a low prevalence of prescribed medications for this
population (Table 2). The most frequently prescribed medi-
cations were hypertensive medications, specifically prescribed
with a prevalence of 74%. Following this, analgesics (preva-
lence 30%), anxiolytic drugs (prevalence 37%) and renin–
angiotensin drugs were prescribed within the reported
cohorts.

Discussion

This paper has provided preliminary information on common
co-morbidities that are seen in people with dementia. Cardio-
vascular pathologies appear to be the most prevalent, based
on both the results of co-morbidities reported and prescribed
medications from the reported cohorts with dementia. This
reflects the findings in elderly populations in general, irre-
spective of a dementia diagnosis [15]. These findings can be
used to better inform clinicians about which conditions they
can expect to see exhibited in this population. This is of par-
ticular relevance for dementia which can significantly impair
a person’s capability to communicate and express their health
status.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 1. Results of identified comorbidities and prevalence
values from included studies

Co-morbidity Number of
studies

Total number of
people with/cohort
size

Prevalence
(%)

Ischaemic cerebrovascular
disease

2 49/92 53

Hypertension 2 121/255 47
Cardiovascular 2 79/193 41
Diabetes mellitus 2 29/193 15
Depression 2 113/193 59
Vascular disorder 1 368/404 91
Hypercholesterolaemia 1 79/225 35
Osteoporosis 1 61/225 27
Neurological disorder 1 368/404 91
Cardiac disorder 1 298/404 74
Cancer 1 7/62 11
Psychosis 1 41/132 31
Sleep apnoea 1 23/23 100
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The results are based on RCT data, and consequently
these findings are likely to be based on a self-selecting sample
of the population with dementia through two means. Firstly,
only people eligible to participate in the included trials would
have been included in our analysis. Accordingly, people with
an active infection, such as a urinary tract infection, those
with unstable cardiovascular status, or those taking medica-
tions with contraindications for an experimental intervention
would have been excluded. Therefore, a number of import-
ant co-morbidities or medications may have been omitted
from the review. Secondly, as the results are based on clinical
trial populations, a proportion of participants and/or their
carers may be disengaged from participating in a clinical trial
due to social or environmental factors [16]. Accordingly, this
population may have presented with different medical
co-morbidities or prescribed medications.

The findings acknowledge the poor reporting of co-
morbidities and prescribed medications. Whilse nine papers
presented data on the overall medical status and
co-morbidities exhibited by their study cohorts, 15 otherwise
eligible papers did not present this data. As well as limiting
the possible data set available for this review, this raises a
major issue about potential study generalisability of previous
clinical trials in dementia research. Not fully appreciating the
medical status and co-morbidities of cohorts means that the
reader is unable to fully generalise the findings of a specific
trial to their own patient group. Furthermore, interventions

such as medication or physical activity may be more or less
effective for some specific participant groups dependent on
their co-morbidities. Therefore, a major recommendation is
that medical co-morbidities should be more widely reported
within the description of cohort characteristics.

There was variable terminology in co-morbidities. For
example, vascular, cardiac and neurological disorders were
terms used in Ihl et al. [7]; these terms provide an indication
of the general medical co-morbidity, but do not specifically
describe exactly which medical conditions are associated with
this pathology. Similarly, medication usage was poorly
reported with a lack of standardisation making it difficult to
compare usage between the different studies. Some of the
terminology used was imprecise with the potential for confu-
sion. For example, Doody et al. [8] included the classification
‘psychoactive drugs’ which, although not defined, appeared
to include antidepressants, sedatives, hypnotic and antipsy-
chotics. The same study included the classification anxiolytic,
however, the difference between an anxiolytic and a psycho-
active drug was not clearly stated. Both co-morbidities and
medication usage should therefore be reported in a standar-
dised fashion, for example, using the WHO Anatomical
Therapeutic Chemical classification system (http://www.
whocc.no/atc_ddd_index/) for medications.

Key points

• Dementia is a growing health challenge for primary and
secondary care providers worldwide.

• CONSORT statement recommends participant demo-
graphic information be provide to ease trial generalisability.

• Currently, medical co-morbidities and medicine prescribing is
poorly reported in randomised controlled trials in dementia.

• Future researchmust address this limitation to improve report-
ing of medical comorbidities and prescribedmedications.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data mentioned in the text is available to sub-
scribers in Age and Ageing online.
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Abstract

Objective: to assess the proportion of registered randomised controlled trials in five core clinical geriatric journals and to
analyse whether registered study outcomes correspond with published outcomes.
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